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Beginners, don’t shy away. This starter project is just for you... 
PRETTY PATCHWORK MADE SIMPLE

{1}
Cut 17 pieces, each 16cm square, 
from the donuts patterned fabric and 

set aside. Cut nine rectangles, 6cm x 
16cm, from all six fabrics. Stitch three 
rectangles together, alternating designs, 
with a 5mm seam allowance to make 
18 blocks measuring 16cm square. 
Press the blocks on the reverse to flatten 
the seams. 

{2} Assemble the quilt top by laying out 
alternate striped and donut blocks 

into a panel five blocks wide by seven 
blocks long. Rotate the striped blocks in 
every other row. Pin and sew the blocks 
together into rows before stitching the 
rows together, matching up the short 
seams accurately. 

{3} Press the quilt top and trim the 
edges of the quilt square, if 

necessary. Cut the remaining navy 
fabric into 6cm wide strips and join 

end-to-end to make one continuous 
piece. Stitch a length of navy strip to 
either side of the quilt top, then add 
strips to the top and bottom to make an 
overlapped border. Fold under 5mm  
on all edges and press. 

{4} Lay the white backing fabric on 
a flat surface and place the quilt 

wadding over it. Lay the quilt top 
centrally over this and pin together 

E
ver wanted to give a patchwork quilt a try but not sure where to 
start? If you said yes, then this gorgeous lap blanket in rich blues and 
greens is a fantastic beginner project. It’s not something you need 
to rush, so there’s no risk of getting yourself in a tizzy. All you need 
is a basic haberdashery kit, including fabric, scissors and a sewing 
machine. And with Corinne Bradd’s simple step-by-steps, it really is 

very easy to master. Good luck newbies!

YOU’LL NEED:
Fabric, cozy cotton: marine 
donuts, marine pattern, marine 
spots, lime, ocean, navy
Lightweight quilt wadding, 
90cm x 120cm
Backing fabric, white cotton, 
90cm x 120cm 
Scissors
Sewing machine
Pins 

Finished size: 85cm x 115cm

every other square. Quilt the pieces 
along the seam lines as desired, ensuring 
that the backing fabric remains smooth 
and uncreased. Remove the pins. Trim 
the wadding to the folded edge of the 
quilt top. Fold the backing fabric over the 
wadding and pin the two folded edges 
together, mitring the corners neatly. Top 
stitch the sides of the quilt together 2mm 
from the edge to finish.
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    In

 our sewing room

uilts are probably my 
favourite stitching 
project. I love their 
repetitive nature, 
the tesselation of 
shapes and patterns, 

and, above all, the time I get to 
spend with a sewing machine, 
completely relaxed and in my 
element. The Brother Innov-is 
20 was my machine of choice 
for this quilt, and it surpassed 
all of my expectations. First of 
all, the electronic jog dial makes 
finding your desired stitch quick 
and easy, and there are 40 really 
useful ones to choose from. Then, 
the back-lit LCD screen displays 
the stitch number, length and 
width, which means it’s so simple 
to program and understand what 
you’ve selected. Then, once you 
get going, you really can zoom 
through as it’ll do an impressive 
850 stitches per minute! I got 
through quite a few bobbins’ 
worth of thread, so the F.A.S.T 
bobbin winding system was a 
brilliant feature, as I didn’t have 
to wait long to resume sewing – in 
fact, it wasn’t even enough time 
to make a cuppa! And finally, for 
this project, I quilted in the seam 
lines, but the Innov-is 20’s drop 
feed will make free motion sewing 
really enjoyable – I’m already 
planning my next design just so  
I can use it! 
Corinne Bradd,  
Homemaker designer

The Brother Innov-is 20
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